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Parallel skeletons and homomorphisms over lists provide successful methods for parallelization. The

structural regularity of lists helps simple and efficient implementation of their systems, which casts a

contrast to more irregular, complicated data structures like nested lists or trees.

This paper develops a uniform approach toward such nested structures through converting these

data structures into lists of tuples with depth information. Generic parallel computation schemes like

reduce and accumulation are analyzed using the parallelization techniques over lists. We demonstrate its

expressiveness and efficacy using a class of optimization problems called maximum marking problems.

1 Introduction

Skeletal parallelism which consists of generic
computation structures called skeletons or homo-
morphisms provide a convenient model for paral-
lel computation [14]. Structural regularity of lists
promotes and facilitates not only active researches
but also several simple and efficient implementa-
tions on PC clusters. On the contrary, similar ef-
ficient parallel treatments on other data structures
like sparse matrices or trees are not straightforward
due to their structural irregularity.

One of the basic algorithms is to convert infor-
mation in one data structure into another, traver-
sals over trees into lists for instance; association of
additional information makes translation invertible.
This fact naturally raises a question: Are skeletons
for such nested structures implementable using list
skeletons?

This paper shows a positive answer to this ques-
tion. We clarify the behavior of their skeletons as
list operations uniformly, and demonstrate their ex-
pressiveness and parallel efficiency when the depth
of nesting is fixed (written as d in this paper) using
a class of optimization problems called maximum
marking problems.

Notation We use the notation of BMF (Bird-
Meertens Formalism) [1, 16] throughout this paper.
We also borrow the Haskell notation [12] for read-
ability.

2 List Parallelization Techniques

Four higher order functions are often called list
skeletons, that is map, zipw, reduce and scan. Map,
denoted as an infix ∗, is to apply a function to every
element in a list.

k ∗ [a1, a2, . . . , an] = [k a1, k a2, . . . , k an]

Zipw is the skeleton that takes two lists and returns
a new list through applying a specified operation ⊕
to every pair of corresponding elements from the
two lists of the same length; therefore

[a1, a2, . . . , an] Υ⊕ [b1, b2, . . . , bn]
= [a1 ⊕ b1, a2 ⊕ b2, . . . , an ⊕ bn] .

Reduce, written as an infix /, is the skeleton which
collapses a list into a single value by repeated ap-
plication of some associative binary operator ⊗.

⊗ /c [a1, a2, . . . , an] = c⊗ a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an

Scan accumulates all intermediate results for asso-
ciative computation ⊗ . Informally we have

⊗−//c [a1, a2, . . . , an]
= [c, c⊗ a1, c⊗ a1 ⊗ a2, . . . , c⊗ a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an] .

This left-to-right scanning is called scanl while the
symmetric right-to-left is called scanr.

These four skeletons have nice massively parallel
implementations on many architectures [3, 7, 16]. If
k, ⊕ and ⊗ need O(1), then both map k∗ and zipw
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map f (Node a t)
= Node (f a) ( (map f) ∗ t )

zipw f (Node a ta) (Node b tb)
= Node (f a b) ( ta Υ(zipw f) tb )

dAcc (⊗) c (Node a t)
= Node (c⊕ a) ( (dAcc (⊗) (c⊕ a)) ∗ t )

reduce (⊕) (⊗) c (Node a t)
= a⊕ ( ⊗/c ( (reduce (⊕) (⊗) c) ∗ t ) )

uAcc (⊕) (⊗) c (Node a t)
= let t′ = (uAcc (⊕) (⊗) c) ∗ t

a′ = reduce (⊕) (⊗) c (Node a t)
in Node a′ t′

• ⊗ is an associative operator

Figure 1: Skeleton definitions for the data type RTree

Υ⊕ can be implemented using O(1) parallel time,
and both reduce ⊗ /c and scan ⊗−//c can be imple-
mented using O(log n) parallel time over an input
list of length n. For example, ⊗ /c is implemented
over a tree-like structure with the combining oper-
ator ⊕ applied in the nodes.

List homomorphism is a divide-and-conquer for-
malization over lists [6]. A list homomorphism h

consists of a function f (applied for list single-
tons [·]) and an associative operator ¯ (for list
joins ++) as

h [a] = f a

h (x ++y) = (h x)¯ (h y) .

It is factored into map and reduce (First Homomor-
phism Theorem).

3 Skeletons for Nested Structures

In contrast to lists, data structures in general can
be and are indeed irregular, as is seen in lists of lists,
sparse matrices, or trees. As a general form of such
nested structures, we choose a data structure RTree
which is known as rose trees.

data RTree α = Node α [RTree α]

We implicitly assume maximum depth is bounded
to d. Consider [ [1], [2, 3, 4] ], a list of lists which is
also in this scope by assigning values only in ter-
minal nodes. Since two list elements have different
length and naive divide-and-conquer approaches do
not realize satisfactory parallelism.

There are researches on such nested structures,
called nested parallelism [4]. Here we rather choose

the approach taken in the previous section, and deal
with higher-order function over RTree, called tree
skeletons (Figure 1). We see how these skeletons
are implemented uniformly and efficiently using list
parallelization techniques.

3.1 List representation and data structure

First we need to represent RTree α by a list in
order to apply list parallelization techniques. We
choose preorder traversal to obtain its list repre-
sentation. Since preorder traversal alone loses the
original structural information, we assign informa-
tion about the depth of nodes. Therefore the ob-
tained list is of type [(Int , α)] . Figure 2 shows an
example of RTree (left) and how it is represented
by a list (upper right). We can easily see how the
original tree is obtained with the help of additional
lines and node arrangement (lower right).

3.2 Implementing skeletons under the list

representation

Due to the limit of space we give the illustration
of algorithms instead of detailed codes. List homo-
morphism serves as the main tool here.

In our case, f in the homomorphism does almost
nothing; ¯ performs computation where adequate
information appeared. This ¯ is shown to be as-
sociative (proofs omitted). It is helpful to observe
that any part of a list representation is partitioned
into a hill (Figure 3). Each part keeps its interme-
diate value during computation.

The skeleton reduce computes an single value
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Figure 2: An example of RTree and its list representation in a flat and height-adjusted manner

• reduce, uAcc

• dAcc

Figure 3: Hill -like partitioning and data passage in skeletal computation

from a tree, and uAcc recursively produces a tree
whose root nodes have the value computed by
reduce over the tree. Computation of a node in
a tree cannot proceed until all of its subtrees ap-
pear. In terms of the list representation, joining
two adjacent hills creates in between a valley where
computation takes place. It is illustrated as the up-
per right in Figure 3. Even if a node does not have
its whole subtrees, results of adjacent subtrees can
be computed in advance using the associative op-
erator ⊗ . Each step passes O(d) information and
requires O(d) computation time. Therefore parallel
computation as a whole takes O(d log n) .

The skeleton dAcc recursively propagates the
value in a node toward its subtrees. While reduce

and uAcc pass information from right to left, the
lower right part in Figure 3 indicates there is a
flow of information from left to right. The values of
nodes in the left list are mapped onto their corre-
sponding segments in the right. While this informa-

tion passing takes O(d) for each step, the computa-
tion is essentially a map operation in O(1) parallel
time. Total computation takes O(d log n) .

We do not mention map and zipw since list skele-
tons map and zipw directly work, respectively, and
they require O(1) parallel time.

4 Maximum Marking Problems over

Nested Parallelism

In this section we demonstrate the expressive-
ness of these skeletons using an optimization prob-
lem called maximum marking problems, Mmp for
short. This is to put a mark on the entries of some
given data structure in a way such that a given
constraint is satisfied and the sum of the weights
associated with marked entries is as large as possi-
ble. It is shown that a linear time algorithm based
on dynamic programming exists provided that the
characterizing function of the constraint is a finite
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Pk-mcs x

= (fmcs False x) ≤ k

fmcs c (Node a t)
= (if ¬c ∧Marked? a then 1 else 0)

+ ( + /0 ((fmcs (Marked? a)) ∗ t) )

Pmis x

= fmis False x

fmis c (Node a t)
= (if c ∧Marked? a then False else True)
∧ (∧ /True ((fmis x (Marked? a)) ∗ t) )

Figure 4: k-mcs and mis over RTree

homomorphism [2, 15], and that it can be paral-
lelized over lists automatically when the character-
izing function is written in some format [8].

We extend the approach [8] toward RTree. Two
problems are considered: k-mcs and mis. Maxi-
mum connected sum k-mcs finds a marking whose
resulting connected parts are at most k. Maximum
independent sum mis is to find a marking where
marked nodes do not have marked parents.

4.1 Problem description under lists

First, we consider the case in lists. Naive specifi-
cation of Mmp in general is given as follows.

mmp P x = (max◦map sumM ◦filter P ◦marking) x

This generate-and-test specification is of course gen-
eral but inefficient.

We automatically have a O(log n) parallel solu-
tion provided that the constraint P is defined as

P x = judge (f c0 x)
f c (a : x) = p a c® f (q′ a c) x

f c [ ] = r c ,

with an associative operator ®, finite domains F of
the function f and C of the accumulation c. Finite-
ness of the accumulation derives associativity using
a table working as closures, and finiteness of the
function itself limits the size of the memoization
table during computation.

4.2 Specification on nested structures

The description under lists are naturally ex-
tended toward RTree. The predicate P is defined in
the format of reduce with an accumulating param-
eter in addition.

P x = judge (f c0 x)
f c (Node a t)

= p a c® (¯ /ι¯ ( (f (q′ a c)) ∗ t ) )

Note that associativity is required for the operator
¯, but not for ®; ι® is a unit of ® .

The predicates for k-mcs and mis are defined in
Figure 4. Since their operators with a finite accu-
mulation fulfill conditions for reduce, these predi-
cates are computed in O(d log n) parallel time.

4.3 Parallel Mmp on nested structures

Once the predicate are shown to be paralleliz-
able, the parallel solution for the main Mmp is
almost straightforward. Figure 5 shows the gen-
eral paralellizable form for solving Mmp with pred-
icates specified in Section 4.2. Initially a table
is created for each node by map, and we apply
reduce to merge tables into a table. The table holds
the maximum weight for each index specified by a
triple (f, (cin , cout)), which are value computed by
f , incoming accumulation and outgoing accumula-
tion, respectively. The function G is to return the
pairs (x, y) where y is the maximum for each x;
for instance, G [(2, 1), (1, 5), (2, 10), (2, 2), (1, 1)] =
[(1, 5), (2, 10)] . The domain F of fmcs in Figure 4
is not bounded; we can regard values more than k

equals to k + 1 since addition is monotone.
Each table has size at most |F | · |C|2, and

each computation by ⊕ or ⊗ may take at most
|F |2 · |C|4. This implies that the program runs
O(|F |2 · |C|4 · d log n) . Since |F | and |C| is decided
along with the predicate P , like |F | = 4, |C| = 2
for k-mcs, and |F | = 2, |C| = 2 for mis, the factor
of O(d log n) becomes more essential.
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mmp P x = accept (reduce ⊕ ⊗ ι⊗ (map g x))

g a = G [ tab m a c | c← C, m← [True, False] ]
a⊕ x = G [ ((fa ® fx, (ca, )), wa + wx) | ((fa, (ca, c′a)), wa)← a, ((fx, (cx, c′x)), wx)← x,

c′a == cy ]
x⊗ y = G [ ((fx ¯ fy, (cx, )), wx + wy) | ((fx, (cx, c′x)), wx)← x, ((fy, (cy, c′y)), wy)← y,

cx == cy ]
ι⊗ = [ ((ι¯, (c, )), 0) | c← C ]

accept x c0 = max [ w | ((b, (c, c′)), w)← x , c == c0 , judge (b⊕ r c′) ]
tab m a c = ((p (m,a) c , (c, q (m,a) c)), if m then a else 0 )

Figure 5: Parallelizable form for Mmp toward nested parallelism

We conducted an experiment of mis over a tree
with 1 million nodes, and depth at most 50 using
our library [11]. Good scalability is observed as 4
cpus takes 11 secs. while a single cpu takes 43 secs.

5 Conclusion

We uniformly realized skeletons for nested struc-
tures using list skeletons which run in O(d log n)
parallel time. Maximum marking problems demon-
strated their expressiveness.

Related works would be flattening [5, 13] on
nested parallelism or its extension to trees [9]. Our
formalization is uniform enough and suits better for
computation on trees.

The data structure RTree is nothing but rose
trees if we lift the limit of depth d. Our cur-
rent approach may run at O(n log n) parallel time
if imbalanced trees are concerned. We already
know a strong property called extended distribu-
tivity [10] on ⊕ and ⊗ for reduce and uAcc, and
this implements parallel computation in time log-
arithmic to the depth. Our future work is how to
extend our present approach to realize efficient par-
allel tree skeletons which run in the time closer to
O(log d · log n) .
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